:Tuning in to children's curiosities

Diwali- the festival of light.
Loose parts– creating a pathway
Rose, Charlotte and Oliver began
their journey by adding loose parts
in a line. They had a goal in mind–
they wanted to create a pathway
which represented the lights from
the story of Rama and Sita to light
the way home for them. This took
team work as they each vowed to
worked together to achieve a
shared goal.
Harry and Leo both then joined the
play, Harry
extremely intrigued as to what was
going on. He used his initiative and
worked out that a line was created
by adding materials one by one and
wasted no time in joining the team.
Harry then became the lead;
motivated by making the line as
long as possible. However, this was
not a rushed process; each material
added was thoughtfully chosen and
placed precisely. What an amazing
scene of perseverance and
determination.

‘Stars are only there at night, and go away during the day time.’ –Evie
Evie had made a statement based upon her own judgements and experiences.
This statement was challenged by an adult in order for Evie to use a higher degree of thinking skills.
‘Are you sure they go away at night Evie? How do they go away and then come back? How does the light appear in them
and then go away?’ Such questions prompted discussion, coming to the conclusion that we just weren’t so sure how the
stars lit up, and if they ‘turned on’ and ‘turned off’.
After it was explained about how the sun lights up the moon and the stars, and how during the day the stars and moon are
still in the universe it’s just we can’t see them because of the position the sun is in. (complicated concepts for 4 year olds, right!),
we put this to the test to gain a deeper level of understanding.

First, we gathered a torch (our star), turning it on in a well lit room. The result: Evie - ‘We can’t really see any light.’
Rose- ‘We need to make it darker.’
Secondly, we turned off the lights. The result: Rose- ‘We can see the lights a bit more now can’t we.’
Evie- ‘We need to make it darker, lets hide in a dark place.’
Next, we gathered materials and created a darker space. The result: Evie- ‘Its shining much brighter now. I can really see it
like a star.’
Rose ‘Let’s make it pitch black so that we cant see anything and see what happens.’
Finally, we entered a ‘pitch black’ cupboard which had no light at all entering it… we switched on the torch. The result: Rose
‘Wow, isnt it amazing, its so so so so so so shiny bright. Its much best when its really dark.’

Things that light up…Exploration.
Light, how it can be manipulated, how it manipulates other materials, is an extraordinary tool for learning and exploring. Evie’s
questioning lead down this route, and so practitioners made the choice to grab the opportunity for teaching and learning through
light with both hands.

Millie
‘Mine
shines
very
bright,
you can
see it all
overwatch.’

Tristan ‘This
one has
batteries to
light it up.’

Faith ‘I
have a
torch. It
lights up
with just
one big
light’

Rosie ‘Mine are
lots of lights on a
string, all of them
shine bright.’
Millie ‘Mine are
too, but my lights
shine a different
colour to yours.’

Ella, you were
delighted with the
sensory input from
the lights as you
pressed the button
switching it on and
off.

Molly ‘No
button on
here.’

How the children interacted with these materials was unique to each individual and different fascinations were
identified amongst them; energy sources, the light projection, colour, light strength, how they are operated, how they

look. The whole afternoon was spent exploring the light sources.

‘In the right light, at the right time, everything is extraordinary.’ – Aaron Rose
We had spent much time exploring the various lights over the course of a few days. Large glass mirrors were subtly added within the
light centre; Jamie was very curious to see how the mirrors would be used alongside light.

Tristan was the fist to notice the mirrors, he spent some time looking in them at his own reflection. He had made a decision ‘Can I
draw on these mirrors like paper please? I could draw my funny face.’
It was important at this point for Jamie to step in and discuss the safety involved in using glass mirrors, but also important for Jamie
not to direct the activity, or to yet make any suggestions about the use of the mirrors. After all they are open ended materials. What
ideas can the children generate themselves?
White board pens were offered to Tristan, which also sparked interest for Rose, Flynn and Molly. All four mirrors placed across the
floor; children were drawing and not a word was spoken. Drawing had become their chosen language. “Children do not wait for

our permission to think. Indeed, children are bursting with ideas that are always impatient to escape through language
(and we say a hundred languages) to connect and communicate with the things of the world.“Louis Malaguzzi

Charlotte approached the mirrors using a different material to everyone else.
Loose parts were her chosen resource, as she opted to place and arrange. Again, no verbal language was used.
Charlotte proceeded to placing coloured glass stones in circle shapes, repeating this process three times.

At first, Charlotte was oblivious to the mirror being a reflective surface. As time went on she caught a glimpse of her
reflection; she smiled back at it. It was wonderful to watch Charlottes subtle reaction to the mirror. Obviously she’s seen a
mirror before, but this time looking at it from a new perspective as she worked, tweaked her curiosity. She kept catching a
glimpse of herself, every time giving longer eye contact, becoming more comfortable in visually exploring her own
reflection. Exploring mirrors and loose parts was a very calming, quiet and yet creative experience. It seemed to encourage
Charlotte’s focus and concentration at a time which has been unsettling for her.

A little
ray of
light

Ella was immediately attracted to the
light, selecting and looking at various light
sources. She soon spotted the floor
mirrors; standing herself up and rushing
over to them. She peered into the first
mirror saying ‘hello’ at her own reflectionsmiling. She then moved across the
mirrors one by one, remaining in contact
with her own reflection.
It didn’t take long for her to introduce the light alongside the mirrors;
unravelling the rope light. It was beautiful; Ella was so wide eyed completely
engrossed in the magic of light.

Using resources for different purposes
As a provocation Jamie left a recurring pattern on her mirror. It didn’t take long at all for
Amy to pick up on this ‘Look it goes shell, shell, shell all the way down, then that’s lots of
lines down, then that has shells down.’ Using her problem solving skills Amy then began to
complete the reoccurring pattern- very conscious of the task in hand.
Amy, as you are one of our older children it was lovely to see you using the resources in a
different way; using them mathematically. I think you’ll now be able to apply this skill to
further pattern making that you participate in.

Developing the capacity to collaborate
Today we studied images of ‘The Northern lights.’ We
walked about what we think they are, related it to any
experience but we were mainly drawn to the colours.
Eva ‘I’ve never seen the sky all these colours. Just blue.’
Millie ‘Sometimes the sky is pink too.’#
We learnt about how the northern lights are created, and
how the predominant colours as violet, green, blue but
mostly red.’

It didn’t take long for us to initiate drawing alongside the
images; carefully selecting colours.
Drawing soon turned in to painting as the girls wanted to
be able to mix and blend the colours, but also cover a
larger surface area.
It was a striking scene to observe as each child was
completely immersed in filling the blank spaces with
colour. No child invaded another's space; mutual
unspoken respect was given to each others work.

The
Northern
Lights

Working really hard, Tiegan had spent over thirty minutes collaborating with others, such a personal achievement. She
used the finer brushes with delicacy, taking care in the careful strokes she made with the paintbrush.
Once she had completed her part in the collaborative work, Tiegan was offered a large black canvas and a variety of mark
making materials to chose from. Her facial expression showed just how excited this made her!
She opted for pastels; selecting the colours of the northern lights. First exploring the materials by drawing, and then
noticing her arm had smudged the line she had created. She stored this piece of information in her memory bank!

Tiegan then proceeded to draw coloured lines stretching vertically across the canvas. Interestingly as the blue pastel
snapped, Tiegan then used a pastel in each hand simultaneously drawing lines stretching from the centre; one side
reaching to the left and the other to the right.

Once all of the lines were complete, the smudging began. First with
two finger tips, then after she tried using her whole hand. Upon
Realising this technique covered more ground, Tiegan completed the
Rest of her work smudging using her whole hand.
Upon inviting other children into collaborating alongside her, she
directed ‘Rub it in with your hands.’

Light up the darkness…
Light is natural curiosity to children, and it was of no
surprise that interest in light was spreading.
Children were beginning to bring in their own light
sources from home.
In piazza Luca shared with us his battery operated
light, which shone out beautiful colours. He also
had worked at home to create some wonderful
pictures which represented light.
Grace’s light from home was different to Luca’s;
hers was a torch like however it projected silhouette
character images- something we have not yet
explored within nursery.

Using reflective surfaces alongside colour mixing
What are the children interested in as highlighted from observation?
Light, reflection, cause and effect, mark making, and colour.
We seeked to create the northern lights but this time using completely different materials.
The activity was adult initiated and at first adult directed. Once the children were competent in using the tools, it
became a child directed activity as the children were given free reign to explore freely.
Coloured water was added to the salt using a pipette. It was like magic as the salt absorbed the coloured water; the
colour then spreading a cross the salt.

The distinct white salt had now turned to a sea of colour.
Lincoln ‘Look at how the colours are mixing.’
Charlotte ‘The salt is changing colours isn’t it.’
Millie ‘It looks like a rainbow.’
Rose ‘Wow, all of the colour just gets sucked in by the salt and takes over the salt.’
Oh no! The salt could not absorb anymore liquid, so out flooded the excess coloured water! Of course this really excited
everyone. Soon enough, the children involved began to explore the mixture they had created with their hands. Enganing
in such play is a part of the creative process that children learn and develop from. Children are being creative when they
use materials in new ways, combine previously unconnected materials and make discoveries that are new to them.

Using alternative reflective surfaces
Millie ‘I really want to do some pictures about the sky
today with all of these stars.’
Together with her friends Rose and Rosie, they explored the star collection.
A prominent descriptive word used was ‘shiny.’
Jamie told the group ‘I have something else shiny if you’d like to use it?.’
Rose ‘What is it? Could it be another star, or maybe its something metal,
or some shiny jewellery.’ Categorising familiar shiny objects .

Jamie handed the girls some tin foil.
Rose ‘Oooo yes please, this is what I would like to make my picture about
the stars on.’
Millie ‘Me too, we could all do it together. It s picture about stars and the
moon and I’ll go first to do the moon.’
One by one the girls added their chosen parts to the picture using paint;
carefully applying the paint considering shape and size.
Next Matthew and Tristan joined the play. Rosie warned ‘You can have a
Turn but its got to be about the moon and stars.’
The boys took the challenge, patiently waiting for their turn.
As the boys painted Rose stood up, looking at the picture they had created
Rose ‘not quite finished yet. ’In the spaces on the foil, Rose began to
combine a second material as she added star shaped loose parts explaining
‘The sky has the very most stars in so we need as many in as possible.’

Throughout the process particular patterns of
meaning-making behaviour has been identified. At this stage children
are seeking ‘pictoral space’; a frame in the shape and size of a piece
of paper or materials such as mirrors, fabric etc. Secondly many
children are combing materials; paints, pens, loose parts, light objects;
using a range of static and transformational materials.

The environment can multiply wonder by amplifying certain phenomena and making
them ‘spectacular’. The resulting experience is aesthetic and engaging, the height of
sensitivity and perception, an experience of freedom and of participation.

A celebration of light
Following our amazing work around light across the whole nursery, we decided to celebrate our work through a
family Christmas event.
This year we changed our annual event to something new; a twinkly light walk. This invited families to join us at our
local park on an evening to light the way back to nursery using some form of light. Once back at nursery, the garden
was lit with lights from corner to corner! Christingles were made, a campfire with hot chocolate and toasted
marshmallows kept us warm, we gathered as a community to sing light songs together as a snow machine blasted
snow over us all. Our light work was displayed in our light gallery for all to see. And for the grand finale…would you
believe- Santa came to visit us on a train full of twinkling lights! Wow, what a magical evening for us all.

This little light of mine,
I'm gonna let it shine
This little light of mine,
I'm gonna let it shine
This little light of mine,
I'm gonna let it shine
Let it shine,
Let it shine,
Let it shine.

Thank you to our wonderful
families for sending us these
photographs.

Feedback….
‘The whole event was amazing from start to finish. From music light up walk around the park to Santa at
the ending. My child loved the event, such a magical evening. Making memories last a lifetime.’
‘The night was truly magical! Well planned and thought out- the large attendance which turned out is a
credit to the nursery.’
‘The walk itself was such a lovely sense of community.’
‘Possibly the best Christmas event we have ever been to.’

‘When the families made a circle at nursery with the snow machine- the excitement on the children's
faces.’
‘It was lovely seeing all of the children excited with their lights as we walked through the park,’
;Over the weekend my child has been lining up teddy bears and dolls to go on the light walk.’
‘The garden was beautifully lit up. Most of all I loved the children's faces and the sparkle in their eyes.’

‘It was a night we will always remember.’
‘A very big thank you to all of the staff, as without your hard work and dedication, this special night
would not be possible.’

